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Long periods elapse between the tales, but ill-fortune, his inability to support his wife, could we know that the volumes would sus
their scene is so far identical, and their other and his determination not to live upon her tain the character of this, his first contribu
relations are such, as to make them depict Finally they "burned their ships" by her tion. Burke is the first in the list thus far
the foundations of Paris ; and the residents giving
up everything, and starting anew. whose birth and antecedents have not been
of that gay capital may here see what once, This is the spirit of it :
strictly English; but if his influence on the

is fair, however, to say that not all the
in the book are so grotesquely
frightful as this.

of these two friends, and the ancient " Schil
lingscourt," with the adjacent monastery

dwelling, is the scene of most of its events.
Young Lucian, cast off by his mother for
contracting a marriage which she would not
approve, early disappears, but his widow and
two lovely children are returned under a sort
of consignment to Arnold Von Schilling, in
the hope that reconciliation may be effected
between them and the once relentless mother.

This mother, her son's child-wife, and

but were separated by reason of the former's

our au
thor will scarcely admit Burke to have been
a Whig more than in name, saying that the
Reflections^.1*, him where he belonged by con

stitution

of mind and habit of thinking,
among the great Conservatives of history.
The following anecdote is perhaps new, and
explains why Burke's worldly success did
not equal his resplendent powers :
The late Lord Lansdowne, who must have
heard the subject abundantly discussed by those
who were most concerned in
was once asked
by a very eminent man of our own time, why
the Whigs kept Burke out of their cabinets.
" Kurke " he cried " he was so violent, so over
bearing, so arrogant, so intractable, that to have
cabinet would have been ut
got on with him in
"
terly and absolutely impossible

The mastery of the different elements of a
good biography, the interchange of vivid
narrative and anecdote, with political criti
The houses of cism of the highest order, make us wait with
becomes Arnold's bride.
Wolfram and Von Schilling are at last united. eagerness Mr. Morley's next contribution to
The story is powerfully told, with close atten
the series.

tion to accessories and careful elaboration of
character. Its movement is a little heavy, as
What Mr. Darwin Saw in his Voyage
is apt to be the case with the German novel, Around the World in the Ship " Beagle."
but its coloring is harmonious and truthful, Illus.
Brothers.
It
[Harper
$3.00.]
its spirit and purpose are pure and elevated,
and its total impression is marked by both
unity and strength.

A

Struggle, was one of the best of its
season, has written in Burning Their Ships
an amusing little nothing, of about a hundred
'• Half-Hour "
pages,
concerning a husband
and wife who loved each other in all truth,

French
timidity
became

noble Arnold are the leading figures in the
story, and with them stands Donna Mercedes,
young Lucian's step-sister, who at the end

Mr. Barnet Phillips, whose story of last
year,

the

decade amid the gloom of the
Revolution, when Tories had their
confirmed, and Liberals like Burke
conservative for very fear. Indeed,
one

MINOE NOTICES.

is

no new voyage
of Mr. Darwin's whose ob
servations are recorded in this volume but
an old one, the great naturalist's first, taken
;

It

pictures

younger generation, Arnold Von Schilling
and Felix Lucian, the latter's mother being
a Wolfram.
The story follows the fortunes

whose genius lit up the last days of a party,
whose sun was about to set for more than

it,

Raising my head cautiously, T looked in the
direction
indicated
by Tom Cox, . and could
scarcely repress a cry at the dreadful sight that
There,
in the corner, was indeed a
met my eyes.
heap of human heads, seven in number, the faces
of four of which were toward me, and instantly
recognized, despite the marks of violent death bv
which
each was distorted.
of the
Topmost
buried pile was the head of our lady passenger,
and so it was well placed, as its beautiful long,
brown curls (which many a time as I waited at
the captain's table, had caused my heart to flutter
with admiration) hung down and over the other
heads, partly concealing the features. . .
fhastly
t was easy enough to make out the round face of
Captain Prescot, with his mouth still ajar, as
though his decapitation had taken place at the
very moment of his giving some important order.
There was the long, sallow face of my friend the
tea merchant, and the big, black, woolly head of
Pompey the cook. No face of the whole number
looked so awful as the African's, and this not so
much because it was black, or that it betrayed in
a shocking way the manner of its death ; on the
contrary, it looked like a live face, and this it was
that made it so terrible among the others that
were so very dead ; the eyes were open, and a
grin parted the lips, showing his double row of
closely-set white teeth, and in his wool the owner
of the head had stuck a white feather, giving it
quite a holiday air.

family whose name it bears. In the mon
The two
astery itself live the Wolframs.
households, though so closely neighbors,
are on rather distant terms, save for a true
friendship between two individuals of the

Reynolds, Fanny Burney and Hannah More.
But we see more of Burke's fellow Common
ers, Fox and Sheridan, the great Whigs,

&

about a strange people,
and the curiosities of distant points of the
globe. A taste of the horrors on which the
reader is occasionally asked to feast, may be
had in this paragraph :

admiringly, than in the houses of Parliament
has made us
all members, the coterie of Johnson and

— the Club of which Boswell

more than forty years ago.
Out from the
original narrative of that, written by Mr.
Darwin, the compiler of the present work
has selected
mass of short, picturesque ex
tracts rearranging them in such order as

[English Men
By John Morley.
[Harper & Brothers. 75c] We
could almost be content for the whole of this to give several series of consecutive para
series to come from the pen of its editor, graphs under the general heads of ** Ani
Burke.

of Letters.]

a

deal of information

tutional discussions to enter the circle where
Burke was known more lovingly, if not more

!

idger was a London boy who ran away to profitable tale. In the Schillingscourt is a
sea and fell into a long captivity among the good specimen of the best class of German
Here he had a great novels. "The Schillingscourt" is an old
Dyaks of Borneo.
variety of wild and thrilling adventures, the mansion, once attached to a Benedictine
account of which is made to convey a good monastery, and now the home of the noble

subordinate to the statesman and critic of
the English
Constitution.
But Burke had
two lives, and undoubtedly the latter is the
more important and engaging. In one chap
ter we turn aside from coalitions and consti

;

literature of adventure. It wears all the air plicit confidence in the selections from Ger
of sober history, and is told with a studious man fiction presented to us by Mrs. Wister.
not unlike that which gives so surely has each successive translation
particularity
Defoe's romance its charm. Reuben Dav- from her hand proved an interesting and

French Revolution ? This biography differs
somewhat from its predecessors, in that the
" man of letters " is compelled to
play a part

a

conditions is of a ghastly sort, and the
conveyed respecting the stone
and bronze ages might better be given in a
All came out well at last, of course ; in
more matter-of fact form. We do not think
such attempts to " popularize science " suc fact, sunshine lies over the whole of the ex
Mr. Phillips writes with sprightcessful, and we should not have blamed the perience.
adventurous author if the difficulties in the liness and vigor, though this story has not
the excellence, either of theme or manner,
way of his task had led him to abandon it.
Mr. Greenwood's " story for boys " is after which we remember of the other book named
the Robinson Crusoe pattern, and a very fair above.
We have learned to place an almost im
imitation it is of that famous classic of the
these

information

written and spoken style of the language, and
political
thought be the test, who more English than
the author of the Speech on Conciliation
with America and the Reflections on the
on the development of Anglo-Saxon

I

" If I succeed, Kate, I will claim yon. You
are fast getting broken into it all, this new life,
"The approaches are
my poor little woman."
not so dreadful as you paint them, Tom," said
" But life
Kate, clinging to her husband's arm.
Still two people might fight
is not a joke, Kate.
" "Love one another, Tom,"
it out, if they
cried Kate, gleefully.

;

by supposition, went on upon the ground
We cannot say
now underneath their feet.
The
that the picture is an agreeable one.
under
romance conceived of as existing

THE LITERARY WORLD.
mals," " Man," " Geography." and " Nature."
Few liberties have been taken with the text :
only such as might be necessary to perfect
the joints, or to remove such hard words as
would be a stumbling-block to children. The
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the work of which Prof.
where object to the candor and moderation peared. This
of the argument. The third book, on the Moses Coit Tyler has just brought out an
Forms of Duties,
largely devoted to the abridged and revised edition, with especial
reference to American wants. The original
various obligations arising from the State
while
fourth book treats wisely two mat
open to improvement at some points, but
excellent, the chief
patchwork thus curiously contrived has been ters often neglected in ordinary works on its general qualicy
failure of the best
sprinkled over with pictures ethics, the method and the lines of develop fault, perhaps, being
plentifully
The
drawn from a variety of sources — one of ment in the moral law.
proportions between the several parts.
first three chapters treat of the historical
them a quaint old cut by the famous Thomas

It might

thoroughly, the
may be called an

;

;

;

the

the

relates distinctively
trasted with writers.

to

literature

With him

as

con

the

is

Oath " and " The Legend of the Organ-Build
" Christus,"
er " come under this criticism.
which belongs near the boundary line of leg

on some minor

therein. Criticism
aside, the book

points

satisfying and trust
picture-book of natural science ; only the
worthy one. Of the American developments
takes no
publishers have given it so sumptuous a end, displays unusual strength, and is, in our of English literature, however,
dress that it wears almost the aspect of a opinion, perhaps the most finished poem in notice. There
full index and chrono
fine-art work. The gradation of its contents, the book. With the " Ode at the Centennial logical survey of the subject for the Nine
useful feature.
beginning with animals, and leading up to Celebration at Bennington " our readers are teenth century, by years,

a

a

;

$2.00.]

All

Quiet Along the Potomac and other
By Ethel Lynn Beers. [Porter
Coates. $1.75..] The history of the poem
which gives this volume its title, as the au
as
thor tells
in her explanatory notes,
is

&

Poems.

it

a

it

Galpin.

It
interesting as any part of the book.
appeared first in the columns of Harper's
Weekly, in November, 1861, and was quickly
copied both in this country and in Europe.
But as only the initials E. B. were attached
soon became anonymous, and has
to
it

is

it,

;

the Ethics or Science of Duty.
[G. P. Put
nam's Sons. $1.75.]
The same high qual
ities which have marked the former works

[Cassell, Petter

it,

Of the shorter pieces,
already familiar.
" The Clay to the Rose " the most
thought
ful and subtle. The sonnets are not for the
most part noteworthy, but the two to " Zul" and one
"
ma
are exception
upon " Night
children,
might answer its purpose very ally good. In Mrs. Dorr's verse purity of
well.
thought and
quiet but intense affection
are beautifully blended.
Each poem, one
Readers acquainted with any of President might almost say each line, takes color from
Bascom's published works on Philosophy her love of home and its associations.
Her
and Literature, will not need to have pointed illustrations are drawn from these sources,
out the strength and depth of the thought in and on every page the pure womanhood of
the
more
complex processes of nature,
in the compiler's judgment and in
adapts
tention, for progressive use in the house
hold and we should think that, especially as
a book to be read aloud by
mother to her

&

is
a

is
a

it

a

be called a systematic

As in

too slight

first half of

Elizabethan reign the five chap
ters remaining covering the field from Eliza
Mr. Morley's method
beth's time on.
then

is

illustration.

himself.
ject

the

chapter

century
and
Sixteenth

is

of children, con

cerning the world and its population ; the
instruction being conveyed by means of
graphic and interesting .descriptions of actual
scenes and objects, with the aid of copious

is

server, for the instruction

then

Chaucer

author
her other legends, the sub
subordinate to the literary movement of
interested in tracing the
to sustain, or even to awaken his time, and he
reader's interest. " Rena " great currents through their several periods,
exception, but " King Ivan's individuals being treated as they play a part
a

is

a

a

is

general topography of countries visited. A
few pages at the end are also occupied with the delicacy and gracefulness of her verse.
an alphabetical series of brief biographies
It
the tale of
monk who finds relief
of noted naturalist-travelers and explorers. from inward anguish in copying the Scrip
The book is, in a word, an attempt to utilize tures with patient, loving care;
task to
material gathered by an authoritative ob which he
directed in
vision by Christ

sources of the English language
and his contemporaries follow in
by themselves then the Fifteenth

a

Anselmo and Other Poems. By
Julia C. R. Dorr. [Charles Scribner's Sons.
" Friar Anselmo," the initial poem
$1.25.]
of Mrs. Dorr's new volume, well illustrates

;

Friar

;

Bewick; and a number of excellent out
line maps are inserted first and last, showing
the route followed by Mr. Darwin, and the

a

A

a

a

a
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the author
revealed. Her thoughts turn
been subject to as many conflicting claims as
often to the after-life, and her heart asks "
Rock Me to Sleep, Mother."
Several oth
how the dead regard those whom they have
er verses in the volume have gained
more
"
are present here
and the book
one which left behind.
Last Word," which closes
or less general circulation. Among these we
should attract the attention of all students of the volume and
dedicated, or rather ad
"
the Shores of Tennessee," and
morals. The first of its four books, on the dressed, to her father, strikes what might al notice, On
"Which
Be?" The latter has found
Shall
Condition of Duty,
statement in
fresh most be called the keynote of the book. Ev
its way into the various anthologies, and
by
and vigorous way of the Antecedents in Man erywhere, however,
large, calm trust
far the most satisfactory piece of all. With
of Right and Wrong.
The analysis of the seen and
freedom from morbidness and
this single exception, however, the verse be
relations of feelings to thoughts and volitions gloom.
trays no especial poetic gift, and rarely rises
The
on
second book,
the
especially good.
above the level of the commonplace, while
Nature of Duty, considers in its first chap
Stopford A. Brooke's " primer " of English
the dialect pieces deserve even severer con
ter theories of morals which are not moral. Literature
closely-trimmed i6mo of 167
demnation.
Since this notice was in type
It has
on
the
striking paragraph (p. 52)
Taine's "history" of English Liter
pages.
Mrs
Beers has died.
evils to be expected from introducing the ature can now be had in
single crown 8vo
notion of eternal rewards and punishments volume of 722 pages.
Prof. Henry Morley's
The church boards of publication have
into the scheme of earthly morality.
The First Sketch of English Literature, though been giving us of late some excellent little

second chapter contains one of the fairest
treatments of Utilitarianism by an Intuition-

is

is

a

a

;

a

is

it

a

is

is

a

placed by its title about midway between volumes of
popular sort illustrative of
these two,
carried by reason of its size scenery, manners and customs in the East,
alist to be found.
President Bascom rejects well over to the side of Taine's history, be as seen from the missionary standpoint.
A
the Utilitarian theory because he
unable to ing
rather bulkier but more coarsely good representation of the class
The Sun
find any satisfactory way in which "the printed crown 8vo of 914 pages.
In charac rise Kingdom, by Mrs. Julia D. Carrothers,
greatest happiness of the greatest number" ter, however,
sketch being anal- in which
truly
missionary's seven years' obser
can declare itself as categorically imperative. istic in structure and less philosophical
in vations in Japan are recounted in
familiar
We should diminish the number of points of tone than Taine's work, while very much and pleasant style. The book
printed in
it

is
a

ampler, of course, than Mr. Brooke's primer.
fifth edition of
which has now ap

It

superiority which he finds for the Intuitional
scheme over the Experiential, but can no

large type, and illustrated with many excel
lent pictures. [Presbyterian Board, fi.25.]

